Fall 2010
Keck Center Events

A New IR Student Workshop (Seniors Only)
M Pei, Director of Keck, Tom and Margot Pritzker ’72 Professor of Government
E Haley, WM Keck Foundation Chair of International and Strategic Studies
Professor of Government
W Ascher, Donald C. McKenna Professor of Government and Economics

Senior Thesis: Part One
“How to Get Organized”

**Contact Desirée direct for reservations x18213 or email dgibson@cmc.edu

Co-Sponsored Events

Dr. Steph Haggard
Lawrence and Sallye Krouse Professor of Korea-Pacific Studies
Director of the Korea-Pacific Program (KPP)
UC San Diego
(co-sponsored with Professor MK Kang, Government Department, CMC)

“The Political and Economic Situation in North Korea”

Dr. William Beezley
Professor of History
Director of Oaxaca (Mexico)
Graduate Field School in Modern Mexican History
University of Arizona
(co-sponsored with Professor Rod Camp, Philip M. McKenna Professor of the Pacific Rim, CMC)

“Mexican Revolutionary Culture: Indians, Anthropologists, Intellectuals, and Calendar Girls”

Keck Speakers

Dr. Anders Aslund
Senior Fellow
Peterson Institute for International Economics

“The Eastern European Financial Crisis”

Dr. Thomas Fingar
Oksenberg/Rohlen Distinguished Fellow
Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies
Stanford University

Topic: TBA
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